EAST VIEW SECONDARY SCHOOL

Integrity · Resilience · Responsibility · Respect · Compassion

A vibrant community of passionate learners with a heart to serve
To cultivate good, useful citizens and independent learners with a passion for excellence
ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES In EVSS

Reading Programme  Learning Journeys  Inquiry Based Learning

WHOLE SCHOOL APPROACH

STUDY SKILLS

SEC 1  Mindmapping
SEC 2  Memorization
SEC 3  Note-Taking
SEC 4  Time Management

SEVEN HABITS OF HIGHLY EFFECTIVE TEENS

School life does not just equip students for academic success; it also trains them for life. At EVSS we adopt the 7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens to help our students develop skills for life such as goal-setting, planning and prioritizing. This trains East Viewians to be leaders who can take charge of their lives and influence others positively. While the habits are taught through customized lessons, all East Viewians are encouraged to apply the habits in their daily lives and through the many platforms provided in school, for example, as student leaders, VIA project volunteers and CCA members.
CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT THROUGH TEAMWORK

Uniformed Groups – NCC, NCDCC, NPCC, SJAB
Sports - Basketball, Floorball, Football, Hockey, Judo, Netball, Sepak Tekraw
Performing Arts – Chinese Orchestra, Malay Dance, Military Band, Modern Dance
INTERNATIONALISATION TRIPS In EVSS
Developing Active Contributors and Global Citizens

Cultural Exchange with Anning Middle School, Kunming, China
Service Learning to the Philippines
Cultural Exchange (ASEAN)
STAFF In EVSS

Passionate Teachers

Values-driven Educators

Reflective Professionals

Caring Fraternity